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Abstract: In Europe, a disagreement persists in the courts about the possibility of plaintiffs to request a domain name transfer in domain name disputes. In the last ten years, Slovak and Czech courts also produced some jurisprudence on this issue. Interestingly, the BGH’s influential opinion in the shell.de decision, which denied domain name transfer as an available remedy under German law back in 2002, wasn’t initially followed. To the contrary, several Slovak and Czech decisions of lower courts allowed a domain name transfer using two different legal bases. This seemingly settled case law was rejected a few months ago by the globtour.cz decision of the Czech Supreme Court, which refused domain name transfers for the time being.
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A. General introduction

1 Domain name transfer is a quick remedy stipulated in various narrowly tailored Alternative Dispute Resolution systems, such as WIPO’s well-known UDRP or the European Union’s ADR for .eu domain names.1 It became popular following the success of the UDRP-based ADR systems. Influenced by UDRP, the plaintiffs soon also started to demand this remedy before the ordinary courts. Various European courts responded to this demand differently. While the courts in the UK, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and Spain were reported to allow domain name transfers, courts in Germany, Switzerland, Austria and Hungary resisted granting it.2 The most well-known decision rejecting domain name transfer is perhaps the decision of the German Federal Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof, BGH) in the shell.de case.3

2 Because most European countries have no tailor-made legislation dealing with domain name disputes, the possibility of domain name transfers in a lot of countries depends on whether it can be seen as a part of currently available ex delicto remedies (claims based on torts). Therefore, the discussions in most of the countries usually try to answer whether the domain name transfer

i) could be seen as a part of the claim for removal (Beseitigungsanspruch) or the claim for cease and desist (Unterlassungsanspruch); or

ii) could be constructed by analogy from some existing parts of the legislation that stipulates some kind of a claim for transfer (Übertragungsanspruch).4

3 From the specific jurisdictions, German and Swiss literature and jurisprudence quite soon rejected that the claims for removal and for cease and desist could serve as a legal basis for domain name transfers.5 On the other hand, the UK jurisdiction quickly accepted transfer as a part of the claim for cease and desist.6 In 2002, the German BGH also rejected any construction of the domain name transfer by analogy in its shell.de decision.7 Slovak and Czech courts, usually strongly influenced by German doctrine, initially took a different route.
B. Czech Republic

4 In 2003, the first Czech domain name transfer was granted by the Regional Court in Brno in the tina.cz case. The case was soon followed by a better known and more often-quoted decision of the Higher Court in Prague, the czechpostovna.cz case (2004). A few years later, similar decisions were rendered in os-trava.cz (2005), cad.cz (2006), tpca.cz (2007), kaufland.cz (2007), ibico.cz (2007) and other cases. The Czech literature at that time was also generally in favour of domain name transfers.

5 Although most of the decisions based domain name transfer on the claims based on tort, removal (most frequently) or cease and desist, one court surprisingly used the contractual basis. Most of the transfers were directed against domain squatters, but a few were also granted against the domain name authority – CZ.NIC. The courts usually tried to legitimize their decision by stating that ‘it is the only effective way of stopping the infringements’ (nutricia-adeva.cz case). This might have been caused because the CZ.NIC registration rules have no equivalent to the German ‘dispute registration’ (Dispute-Eintrag), which BGH ‘relied’ on in shell.de in terms of effectiveness of domain name transfers in Germany. The Czech courts did not really elaborate on the problems of associating this interpretation with the doctrinal understanding of the claims based on tort. The claim for removal under Czech and Slovak law typically aims to recover the past situation that existed before the infringement took a place. In its practical effects, it is very similar to natural restitution, which can also be claimed as a form of claim for damages (§ 442(2) Civil Code). The main inconsistency with the traditional doctrine is that the domain name transfer actually puts the plaintiff in a better position than before the infringement. The claim for cease and desist, on the other hand, directs its effects to the future. It aims at preventing any future infringements and threatened infringements. If the court were to allow a measure preventing anybody other than the plaintiff from possessing the disputed domain name, it would mean that infringing is already the mere status of open registration, not its registration and subsequent use by a certain person. Such an interpretation is far-fetched as it would in fact presume only illegal conduct, not to mention that this interpretation counts on the presumably infringing conduct of somebody other than defendant. Czech lower courts, though recognizing some preventive effects of domain name transfers, did not see the above arguments as a great obstacle that would force them to reject it because of falling outside the claim for removal or cease and desist.

6 From the practical experience with CZ.NIC, however, it is questionable what the court was actually ordering when it obliged the ‘transfer of the domain name to the plaintiff’. In practice, both the transfers granted directly against the domain name authority – CZ.NIC – and also against the infringers were in fact treated by CZ.NIC as domain name cancellations connected with an exclusive open registration period for the plaintiff. To have a disputed domain name registered, the plaintiff always had to enter into a new domain name contract. From the common meaning of ‘transfer’, however, one would expect it to mean that an unsuccessful defendant has to assign the contract to the respective domain name to the successful plaintiff. Ordering ‘domain name transfers’ thus proved to be quite unclear in its consequences.

7 Until April 2012, only one case ended up before the Czech Supreme Court. The systemy.cz case did not concern typical cybersquatting, but an act of a frustrated employee ultra vires assigning his employer’s domain name to himself. The Supreme Court confirmed here that a domain name transfer can be based on a claim for removal arising from an unfair competition delict. It has to be noted, however, that in this case, transfer undoubtedly aimed at re-instituting the former position of the plaintiff before the infringement. As such, therefore, it wasn’t non-compliant with the doctrinal view on the claim for removal. Swiss literature also came to similar conclusions in its interpretation of local laws when it accepted domain name transfers as a part of the claim for damages in the form of natural restitution (Schadensersatz in Form der Naturalrestitution).

8 In 2004 Czech registration rules included an arbitration clause, which also enabled plaintiffs to sue before one designed arbitration court – the Czech Arbitration Court. Unlike other systems, this arbitration is not limited only to cybersquatting cases such as UDRP or .eu ADR, and it uses ‘ordinary’ Czech law as the source of law. Discussion about domain name transfer thus continued predominantly at this court. In the available case law of the arbitration court, all the arbitrators basically agreed that domain name transfer is an available remedy under Czech substantial law. However, there are two different ways the arbitrators reasoned this remedy:

i) the first bases domain name transfer on the claim for removal or the claim for cease and desist;

ii) the second bases domain name transfer on the per analogiam application of Regulation No. 874/2004 of 28 April 2004 laying down public policy rules concerning the implementation and functions of .eu.

9 The first group of arbitrators (i) thus follows the jurisprudence started by Czech ‘ordinary’ lower courts, while the second group of arbitrators (ii) recognized that domain name transfer cannot be considered a part of the claims for removal and cease and desist and subsequently constructed the claim for transfer by per analogiam applying Article 22(11) of Regulation
874/2004. It is argued that a transfer of the domain name was not anticipated by the law, and thus the so-called ‘gap in the law’ (Gesetzeslücke) exists. The latter approach is quite new and is represented by only two decisions from June and September 2011.

Most recently, the practice of ordering domain name transfers was substantially challenged. In April 2012, the Czech Supreme Court in globetours.cz cancelled the decision of the lower court, which granted the plaintiff the transfer of the domain name against the infringer. Although the court recognized that the defendant had engaged in unfair competition and trade mark delict, it was of the opinion that a domain name transfer ‘entirely exceeds the limits of the claim for removal’. The main argument was that the claim for removal shall aim only at reinstatement of the former lawful situation. The court, although mentioning Regulation 874/2004, did not discuss any possibility of constructing the domain name transfer on the basis of an analogical application of its Article 22(11).

Furthermore, the court reiterated that a domain name is just a technical performance of a relative right based on contract. It reasoned that ‘the claim for removal cannot lead to the imposition of the duty to transfer because the domain name does not provide its holder with any absolute (exclusive) right’. This seems to be an additional argument. However, it is unclear why only the absolute (erga omnes) rights could be subject to such transfers. In § 65(2), for instance, the Czech Commercial Code stipulates two remedies in case of a breach of the non-competition obligation imposed on various members of the companies. It provides that ‘[a] company may demand that any person in breach of such a ban shall relinquish any profit generated from the business transaction that resulted in the breach, or to transfer the rights ensuing from such a transaction to the company. This shall not affect the right to damages.’ This delict, which in its foundations is based on general unfair competition law principles, thus provides a special remedy that arguably aims not only to transfer the absolute rights but also the relative (inter partes) rights such as obligations. It is therefore perfectly imaginable that a relative right based on tort would give rise to the transfer (assignment) of another relative right based on contract.

C. Slovakia

In 2007, the first domain name-related case, rover.sk, appeared before the Slovak Supreme Court. It was after the beginning of 2009, however, when the first domain name transfer was granted. The cases of the District Court in Banská Bystrica – illy.sk (2009), spinalis.sk (2009) and viagra.sk (2010) –, the Regional Court in Banská Bystrica in viagra.sk (2011), and the decision of the District Court of Košice I. in havana-club.sk (2010) represent the Slovak decision landscape.

All the courts based the domain name transfer on the claim for removal using the very same reasoning as the Czech courts and the majority of the Czech Arbitration Court. However, Slovak courts were more clear on how the domain transfer should really be executed. The court orders were usually worded to say that ‘the defendant is obliged to assign the rights from the domain name contract’, which still allows some criticism for being misleading. This is because when the defendant has to assign the domain name contract, the defendant must not only assign the (rights) receivable (§ 524 of the Civil Code) but must also let the plaintiff assume the debts (§ 531 of the Civil Code). In any case, the Slovak courts recognize that assignment of the contract is left on the subsequent legal act, to which the court only obliges by virtue of the claims based on tort.

Another interesting aspect of the court orders is directly caused by conditions found in the current domain name registration rules, according to which only a Slovak natural or legal person can register the domain name ‘.sk’ in ccTLD. As several plaintiffs were foreign entities, they were forced to demand the transfer of the domain name not to themselves but to some other persons – usually patent attorneys. Slovak courts thus granted a domain name transfer, ordering the defendant ‘to assign the rights from the domain name contract to the domain “exampledomain.sk” to the authorized person representing the plaintiff who satisfies the general eligibility criteria set out in the domain name registration rules’. In the illy.sk decision, for instance, this order was issued without specifying the ‘authorized representative’ in the court’s order, while in others (e.g. spinalis.sk), this person was explicitly identified.

Slovakia, unlike the Czech Republic, does not currently use any arbitration clause for domain name disputes. The Slovak domain name authority SK.NIC, however, plans to incorporate an ADR-style dispute resolution system in the next amendment of the registration rules that are expected at the end of 2013. It is still not decided whether the ADR should copy the Czech style of ‘full jurisdiction’ and legally enforceable arbitration, or should rather switch to a more soft-law style of procedure like UDRP.

D. Concluding remarks

Despite the fact that Slovak and Czech lower courts have based domain name transfers on the claims for removal and cease and desist, this practice in most cases conflicted with the local interpretation of these two remedies. Using those two claims based on tort as a vehicle for similarly worded court orders can be compared to Pandora’s box. The courts could
soon be loaded with a plethora of other actions exercising these claims in ways that actually lead to transfers of different economic values. The doctrinal interpretation of the Czech Supreme Court in globtours.cz, which rejected domain name transfer as a part of the claim for removal, should therefore also be followed to some extent by the Slovak Supreme Court and the entire Czech Arbitration Court. On the other hand, construction of the domain name transfer by analogical application of Article 22(11) of Regulation 874/2004 should be further explored. Although the globtours.cz case non-explicitly dismissed this line of argumentation, it shouldn’t be seen as a great obstacle. From a methodological point of view, the absence of a domain name transfer remedy under the current laws can arguably be seen as a value-deficient gap in the law as understood by Prof. Reinhold Zippelius, because this absence of remedy was neither planned nor intended, and material justice sometimes requires this remedy. This was already demonstrated by the European legislator in particular, who stipulated Article 22(11) of Regulation 874/2004 in regard to .eu domain names for this purpose. It would be unfair and infringe on the principle of equal treatment if some specific factual circumstances in regard to the .eu domain name could provide the plaintiff with the claim for the domain name transfer; whereas the very same circumstances in regard to .sk or .cz could not. Moreover, this interpretation of the law would fail to satisfy its purpose in fairly solving the legal problems and in being consistent. For exactly the same reasons, the analogical application of Article 22(11) of Regulation 874/2004 should not be extended beyond the facts (Tatbestand) of the ‘speculative and abusive registrations’. Otherwise, the interpretation might step out from the realms of justified gap-filling and clash with the rule-of-law principle. Moreover, allowing domain name transfer outside of speculative and abusive registrations would require a careful balance of interests, because too broad interpretation – requiring that even minor infringements of rights give rise to a domain name transfer – could lead to non-proportional interference with the right to the property. This is because the domain name transfer represents a separate and quite strong remedy against the infringers, which arguably should not be granted in every single infringement case. Moreover, extending this claim for transfer outside of the scope of speculative and abusive registrations would most likely go far beyond mere gap-filling.

1 The latter is based on Regulation No. 874/2004 of 28 April 2004 laying down public policy rules concerning the implementation and functions of the .eu and Regulation No. 733/2002 of 22 April 2002 on the implementation of the .eu Top Level Domain.
Especially in the cases where there is either no, or no elucidation, is now limited only to the ADR process, so without an.

Moreover, in some cases it would be more interesting for the plaintiff to be granted a domain name cancellation based on a claim for removal together with limited exclusive contract period against the domain name authority based on a claim for cease and desist. Granting the latter would mean that ‘open registration’ of the domain name is automatically also infringing somebody’s rights.


35 It is interesting to speculate how the German BGH would have reacted if Regulation 874/2004 had existed in the time of deciding the shell.de case.

36 The court could be seen as acting outside of its powers and could breach Art. 2(2) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms (shared by both Slovakia and Czech Republic), which states: ‘The power of the State may be asserted only in cases and within the limits set by law and in a manner determined by law.’